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Abstract 
This capstone project involved an alumni assessment of the Master of Public 
Administration Program offered by the Center For Public Service at Seton Hall 
University. Questionnaires were mailed to over 500 alumni and approximately 23.4% 
were returned. The responses from the alumni indicate that the MP A Program has met its 
mission and successfully prepared its students for their careers. Although not the focus 
of the literature review, the Center's MHA program is also assessed. 
Introduction 
The objective of this capstone project is to better understand how successfully the Master 
of Public Administration Program (MPA) offered by the Center For Public Service at Seton Hall 
University has met its mission and prepared its graduates for their careers. A questionnaire was 
mailed to all alumni to assess their perceptions of the MPA Program. 
This topic is important for two major reasons. First, this capstone project will benefit the 
administration and faculty in understanding the needs of both current and future students. 
Second, this capstone project will assist the Center in understanding how well the MPA Program 
has met its mission. Understanding how well the Center For Public Service has met its mission 
will prove beneficial during the national accreditation process that will begin during the second 
half of this year. 
In past years, the Center For Public Service has effectively performed the thorough task 
of assessing current and graduating students of the MPA Program. Although alumni surveys 
have also been done. they did not include custom designed questions related to the Center's 
mission, goals and objectives. 
The benefits of assessing alumni have been well documented. Alumni surveys provide a 
basis for evaluating how well the knowledge and skills developed through the educational 
program relate to the knowledge and skills required in the workplace. (Delaney, Jenning, 1989). 
As practicing professionals, alumni may share the benefits of insights not yet developed by 
current students (Delaney, Park, 1994). Alumni potentially offer an objective perspective given 
their distance from involvement with the program (Delaney, Khali, 1990). 
Feedback from this capstone project will provide useful insight to the administration and 
faculty who will guide the Center For Public Service in the upcoming years. The administration 
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and faculty of The Center For Public Service have a difficult task in determining which direction 
the MPA Program will be headed due to the debates that surround the identity of public 
administration education. 
In 1967, John Honey stated ''Those in the field are acutely aware of intellectual problems. 
Is pub1ic administration a field, a discipline, a science, a profession? Or is it the process of 
conducting public business, which requires the knowledge and skills of many disciplines and 
professors." More recently, Ventriss (1991) quoted Bill Kirchoff, the City Manager of 
Arlington, Texas stating the following, "What can today's MPA graduates do? .. Unless they 
have an undergraduate degree in engineering, accounting, business administration, architecture, 
or some other hard science, and possess the tough kernel of ambition, the answer is not too 
much." Each of the quotes is representative of the tough challenges faced by the administration 
and faculty ofThe Center For Public Service. The quotes are also representative of the conflicts 
within this field that must be acknowledged when analyzing data from the alumni assessment. 
Using the data and the observations from this alumni assessment. the faculty and 
administration may gain additional insight into how the MPA Program can be improved in order 
to prepare current students for their careers in public service. Results from Delaney's graduate 
assessment study were utilized by both administrators and faculty in documenting program 
success in accreditation reports, in identifying priority needs for grant funded projects, and in 
identifying program strengths and areas in need of improvement for curricular evaluation and 
planning (Delaney, 1996). 
The year 2001 is notable for the Center For Public Service for it is a year that includes 
national program re-accreditation. The accreditation process, performed by the National 
Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration {NASPAA), requires a self-study 
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program and a 2 - 3 day campus visit. Within the NASP AA self-study program requirement is a 
sub section titled, "Assessment," which instructs the MPA Program to provide documentation on 
student perfonnance and accomplishment of program mission. The outcome of this capstone 
project will help fulfill this NASP AA requirement for the data and observation collected in this 
alumni assessment will assist in determining whether or not the mission of the MP A Program has 
been accomplished. 
Additionally, the alumni assessment can assist with other accreditation requirements. 
NASP AA requires the self-study program to include documentation on internships, faculty, 
library, offices, classrooms, meeting areas and other aspects of the MPA Program. This alumni 
assessment may be able to provide additional insight for these areas in the self-study program. 
It is the goal of this capstone project to better understand how well the Center For Public 
Service has met its mission. In completing this capstone project, the additional benefits that have 
been described may be realized by the faculty and administrators of the MPA Program. 
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Review of Literature 
This capstone project seeks to better understand how well the Center For Public Service 
has met its mission and prepared its students for their respective careers. It includes a review of 
literature that will encompass an understanding of three areas: work that pertains to the 
improvement of public administration graduate education, similar assessment studies that have 
been perfonned in the field of public administration and design of an alumni assessment. 
Overall, this review of literature will be exploratory in that it is an attempt to become fami1iar 
with recent issues in the field of public administration education. 
It is important to review published work concerning the improvement of graduate 
education in the field of public administration because an acknowledgement of this work will 
assist in better understanding the results of the alumni assessment. Although a number of issues 
on public administration education will be presented, some may be missed. Any issue excluded 
was done so unintentionally. 
The work published on the improvement in public administration education can be 
examined in two parts. The first part will examine recommended program approaches in public 
administration education while the second part will strictly focus on improvement of the program 
curriculum. Recommended program approaches in public administration will consist of the 
following topics: debate surrounding the overall approach to public administration, strength of 
the leadership theme in public administration programs, theory versus practice, merger of the 
MPA and CPM programs, weakness in the interdisciplinary setting approach, internationalization 
of public administration education, and rediscovery of the word "public." Improvement of the 
program curriculum will discuss curriculum gaps such as technology, ethics, nonprofit 
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management and public relations. The recommended program approaches will be discussed 
first. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the field of public administration education is complex 
due to identity conflicts associated with it. It has become customary for social science 
disciplines to engage in periodic soul searching, but perhaps more than any other field of inquiry, 
public administration has done more than its fair share (Ventriss, 1991 ). While there are 
multiple interpretations of the meaning of a graduate education in public administration and 
significant argument as to those definitions of those interpretations, most can agree that one of 
the fundamentals goals of the MPA is to prepare students for the administrative challenges of the 
future (King, Britton, Missile, 1996). NASP AA recognizes this disagreement within the field. In 
the NASP AA general instructions of accreditation found on their website, it is clearly stated that 
NASPAA standards and Commission on Recognition of Postsecondary Accreditation (COPRA) 
recognize that programs will have different missions and approaches to achieving excellence in 
public affairs education. 
Although NASP AA recognizes that MPA programs will have different missions and 
approaches, it does set guidelines for the curriculum of accredited public administration 
programs. NASP AA 's stance on common curriculum is as follows: 
The common curriculum components shall enhance the student's values, knowledge, 
and skills to act ethically and effectively: 
In the Management of Public Service Organizations, the components of which include: 
Human Resources; Budgeting and financial processes; Information, including computer 
literacy and applications. 
In the Application of Quantitative and Qualitative Techniques of Analysis, the 
components of which include: Policy and program formulation, implementation and 
evaluation; Decision-making and problem-solving. 
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With an Understanding of the Public Policy and Organizational Environment, the 
components of which include: Political and legal institutions and processes; Economic 
and social institutions and processes; Organization and management concepts and 
behavior. 
Also, listed below is NASPAA's official statement regarding the freedom that accredited 
programs have within the common curriculum. 
These area requirements do not prescribe specific courses. Neither do they imply that 
equal time should be spent on each area or that courses must all be offered by the public 
affairs, public policy or public administration programs. Nor should they be interpreted 
in a manner that might impede the development of special strengths in each program. 
As a result, Cleary stated in 1991 that his survey had produced no evidence of a 
standardized core curriculum in public administration programs. This does not reflect failure. 
Overall, masters programs in public administration are serving the needs of education for 
management in the public service reasonably well, but this is not good enough (Cleary, 1991 ). 
Cleary continues to state, "In all likelihood, people are being educated to be technically 
competent, but a big question exists as to whether educational programs are helping to develop, 
in Derek Bok's query, "the kinds of people" to which "we wish to entrust. ... official power over 
our lives?" 
Cleary's assessment touches upon a frequently discussed topic. That is, who is it that 
public administration should strive to teach? Should the focus of public administration and, 
therefore, public administration education. be upon refining the tools and trade or upon 
developing solid governors (King, Britton, Missik, 1996)? In 1991, Ventriss stressed similar 
concerns. In short, as critical as it is to educate students to be competent public managers or 
policy analysts, it is equally important to educate students who may one day wish to be Secretary 
of State, a senator, or a community leader (Ventriss, 1991 ). The gap between King's and 
Ventriss' work is about five years. It is apparent that during that time, the desire for a 
strengthening ofleadership skills continued to remain a concern. 
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In 1991, V entriss offered suggestions to improve other areas of public administration 
education. First, Ventriss stressed the need for mutual learning between scholars and 
practitioners to help bridge the dichotomy of theory and practice. Mutual learning was suggested 
in response to criticism that collaborative research between a scholar and practitioner would run 
the dangerous risk of potentially contaminating the scholar's willingness to explore certain 
theoretical issues that the practitioner may find infeasible or even threatening (Ventriss, 1991 ). It 
was stated that mutual learning would jointly link scholars and practitioners in furthering their 
knowledge and maturity on public issues, and not a one-way relationship whereby the research 
agenda is dictated by the practitioner (Ventriss, 1991 ). 
The MPA Program currently has a student community assistance project (SCAP) which 
may be considered to be along a similar line to that of mutual learning. SCAP can be considered 
to be a scholar I practitioner collaborative effort for it involves assisting with the outcome of an 
issue I project of a volunteering organization. The structure of SCAP requires the professor to 
guide a class through the steps of creating a workable solution to an organization's problem. 
Such an environment provides the students with a theory and practice problem and allows the 
professor room for theoretical exploration. Feedback of this project will be reviewed in the 
assessment. 
Another recommendation to further bridge theory and practice is the merger of the MPA 
program and the Certified Public Manager program. Joint Certification could begin to bridge the 
gap between theory and practice within public administration (Hays, Duke, 1996). CPM 
candidates could serve as the MPA student's link to the real world (providing internship 
opportunities and contacts), while MPA students would contribute expertise and inexpensive (or 
free) labor in practically oriented research projects (Hays, Duke, 1996). The authors go on to 
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state further that the advantages to MPA programs of such a merger would include increased 
enrollment (since CPM enrollment is heavily subsidized by state govenunents), additional 
financial support, and further diversity. However, Hays and Duke do point out that a major 
impediment is the fact that CPM and MPA programs draw students from two different 
populations and many CPM candidates may not have the academic qualification required by the 
program. Although it is unclear as to whether or not any interest in the CPM program will be 
evident in the data analysis of this alumni assessment, it has been presented in order to gain a 
complete understanding of recommended improvements. 
Another recommendation, provided by Ventriss, is that of interdisciplinary settings in 
MPA Programs. Although Ventriss encouraged interdisciplinary approaches, he warned of its 
pitfalls to public administration education. Public administration programs are slowly coming to 
resemble a disoriented educational octopus, with appendages moving in all directions, lacking a 
sense of nonnative coherency (Ventriss, 1991). The Center For Public Service MPA Program's 
mission statement currently includes the achievement of an interdisciplinary setting. This is also 
an area that may be evident in the results of the alumni assessment. 
Lastly, Ventriss calls for the internationalizing of public administration education and the 
rediscovery of the true meaning of the word public. Worthwhile to note, the MPA Program at 
Seton Hall currently has a dual degree program with the School of Diplomacy and International 
Relations. With regard to the latter recommendation, Ventriss states that it is the view of the 
public that should guide the field's conception of administration and policy, not the other way 
around. 
Each of the concerns listed above has focused on an overall learning approach to public 
administration. These approaches may be difficult to identify in the raw data of the alumni 
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assessment, but could be discernible in the written observations that alumni have offered for 
analysis. Recommended improvement in public administration program curriculum will be 
discussed next. This area should be easier to identify in the results of the alumni assessment 
since curriculum gaps are focused on specific courses and programs. 
In 1990, Cleary surveyed accredited public administration programs and described 
curriculum gaps that alumni of the survey had identified. Cleary concluded that there was 
support for greater emphasis in the curriculum on computer skills I information systems, ethics 
and nonprofit management (Cleary, 1990). Cleary also stated that coverage seemed especially 
light in the envirorunental areas of social, economic, and legal setting. A need for additional 
computer skills is not surprising given the time period and the tremendous increase of computers 
in the workplace. It is assumed that programs of all types had experienced this problem in some 
shape or form in the early 1990s. However, ethics and nonprofit management, as of late, are still 
the subject of attention. No additional information was found on light coverage in the areas of 
social, economic and legal environment so it is unclear if this is still a curricular gap issue. 
Menzel examined efforts made in recent years to introduce the "new" ethics into the 
cuniculums of graduate studies programs in public affairs and administration in the United 
States (Menzel, 1997). The term "new" ethics used in the study, and defined by Derek Bok, does 
not seek to convey a set of moral truths but tries to encourage students to think carefully about 
complex moral issues (Menzel, 1997). Furthermore, he asserts, "the principal aim of the course 
is not to impart 'right answers' but to make students more perceptive in detecting ethical 
problems when they arise, better acquainted with the best moral thought that has accumulated 
through the ages, and more equipped to reason about the ethical issues they will face in their own 
personal and professional lives (Menzel, 1997). 
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The MPA Program currently has an objective in its mission statement dedicated solely to 
the promotion of ethics and I or ethical issues. Menzel concluded in his study that ethics in the 
public administration programs has increased but still needs continued support in the fonn of 
faculty, training and development. 
Much has changed since Cleary stated that a gap had existed in the area nonprofit 
management. Since 1990 the nwnber of university and college based graduate programs in 
nonprofit management in the United States has grown tremendously (Wish, Mirabella, 1998). 
As a result, an enduring debate has taken place among faculty teaching in professional degree 
programs on the best place to educate managers of nonprofit organizations (Wish, Mirabella, 
2000). Wish and Mirabella found that the MBA, MPA, MSW and MNO environments provide a 
sizeable number of classes on the internal management of nonprofits. Internal management 
would include internal management skills, financial management and human resource 
management. Fewer courses are concerned with the nonprofit manager's outside function as 
entrepreneur, fundraiser, or community leader (Wish, Mirabella, 2000). By continuing to design 
our cunicula with the emphasis on internal management, we are not providing future managers 
with the tools they need to continue the voluntary sector's historical commitment to advocacy 
and organizing to meet community needs (Wish, Mirabella, 2000). This alumni assessment will 
provide feedback that may increase awareness of nonprofit management at Seton Hall. 
Lastly, there were calls for greater attention toward public relations. The administrative 
leaders of the future would benefit greatly from the ability to use public relations to manage their 
programs and enhance the viability of their organizations (Mordecai, 1998). Four aspects of 
Public Relations' importance to public administration were described by Mordecai: learning 
about the public desires and aspirations, advising the public about what it should desire, ensuring 
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satisfactory contact between public and govenunent officials and informing the public about 
what an agency is doing. Currently, the MPA Program has not specifically identified Public 
Relations in the mission statement. 
A knowledge of the program approaches and curriculum improvements that have 
been recently discussed in the scholarly literature is important to this alumni assessment because 
it serves as clues to the interpretation of the data and observations. It also raises questions about 
the data and observations that will be analyzed? Will any of the above program approaches or 
curriculum improvements be evident in the data or specifically mentioned in the observations? If 
so, in what context will they be mentioned or observed? Will they be mentioned as a significant 
curriculum gap? Or will it be an area that is regarded as strength in the program? Perhaps, it 
will be seen as an area that needs additional coverage? 
Having similar importance is actual alumni assessments that have been performed on 
MPA programs. Surprisingly, there was not a significant number of works found which have a 
specific focus on MPA programs. Only three assessments were found which were similar to the 
alumni assessment being presented in this capstone project. Among the three, only one was a 
university I college based alwnni assessment. The remaining two were assessments of state 
administrators who have obtained the MP A degree. 
King. Britton and Missik perfonned an alumni assessment on two MPA Programs with 
different mission statements to better understand how different or similar the program experience 
is and how that difference or similarity may affect alumni (1996). They found that even though 
they represent rhetorically different programs, potentially different program experiences, and 
they "gained" different things from their programs, the alumni groups seem to agree upon what 
skills, knowledge and values are important to their career (I 996). These results suggest that 
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MPA alumni may be fairly similar with respect to their perceptions about those things that are 
important to their careers across differing demographic, regional, and rhetorical or programmatic 
perspectives (King, Britton and Missik, 1996). 
The study found that the items which alumni gained from the MPA programs and what 
they found as important to their career were very similar. That is, items such as intellectual 
growth, creative thinking, self-confidence, personal growth, and writing and communication 
skills were identified in both categories whereas specific skills like policy analysis, budgeting 
and finance were not ranked as important. Graduate courses in public administration are 
explicitly about instrumental things (doing research, finance, budgeting, personnel, evaluation, 
etc.) rather than about growth, development, communication, and critical thinking (King, Britton 
and Missik, 1996). The authors recommend that public administration programs should focus 
more on these skills in the future in order for the future worker who, like Drucker's (1994) future 
worker, has the ability to think and acquire knowledge to communicate, and the desire and 
ability to be a life long learner (King, Britton and Missik, 1996). 
A study by Rose and Mohapatra in 1992-1993 surveyed state administrators from the 
fifty states and Puerto Rico and found different findings from the King survey just mentioned. 
This survey included a sample that consisted of MPA graduates, undergraduates holding a 
bachelor's degree in public administration, certified public managers and those not holding any 
degree. The authors found that MPA graduates ranked organizational behavior and interpersonal 
relations, knowledge of political institutions and processes in the state government, program 
evaluation and research methodology and policy analysis with higher importance than those did 
with a bachelor degree in public administration. 
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In a similar study by Rose in 1996, a survey was sent to 5,980 state administrators of 
various educational backgrounds. Approximately 22% of the sample had a bachelor degree and 
66% had a graduate degree. When asked to rank the importance offieJds of knowledge included 
in Public Administration programs, organizational behavior, budget operations and knowledge of 
political institutions were among the top three amongst males. Females had chosen a reverse 
rank order for budget operations and knowledge of political institutions. Because this study 
included only 66% participation of graduate students, it appears to be out of the scope of this 
capstone project. Although it would be inappropriate to generalize from one study, it is 
interesting to note that the remaining 34% of the sample did still consider the curricuhrm guided 
NASP AA courses as being important to their career. 
Each of the three alumni assessments reviewed offered different outcomes to what alumni 
I state administrators categorize as being important to their careers. There were some similarities 
amongst the state administrators. Both studies sampling state administrators identified 
knowledge of political institutions as being important. However, the MPA Program study 
fielded results that were directed more toward improving one's personal skills. 
The final area to be examined in the review ofliterature is alumni assessment design. 
The depth of published work on alumni assessment design specifically for MPA programs is not 
significant. However, there is a good amount oflitcrature pertaining to alumni assessments at 
the undergraduate and graduate level for non-MP A related areas of study. 
After examining numerous graduate and undergraduate assessments, it was clear that the 
design of an alumni assessment could be approached in a variety of ways depending on one's 
interest. Delaney (1997) demonstrates how a well designed instrument can address a broad 
range of assessment issues including policy concerns of administrators, instructional values of 
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the faculty, standards of professional practice, and particular goals of a professional degree 
program. 
Delaney's survey included three sections: evaluation section, employment experience and 
profile of survey alumni. While the evaluation section assessed what alumni learned in the 
program and what was important to them in their career, the employment section probed the 
types of positions they had sought, received and the major challenges that they have encountered. 
The profile section gathered data on age, gender, race, income, financing of college and 
undergraduate education. Although the subject of her alumni assessment is graduate education, 
Delaney (1997 illustrates how alumni survey research can be used effectively in assessment 
studies, particularly of professional graduate-level programs. 
Tiris capstone project will perform an alumni assessment of the MPA Program offered by 
the Center For Public Service. The results of this assessment will lead to an understanding of 
how well the MPA Program has prepared its students for their careers and, likewise, met its 
mission. The analysis of the alumni assessment will be enhanced based on the review of 
literature that has been performed. 
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Methodology 
This capstone project involves an alumni assessment of the MP A Program at the Center 
For Public Service. By sending a questionnaire to all alumni, the Center hoped to gain an 
understanding of how well the MPA Program has prepared its students for their careers. An 
understanding of how well the MP A Program has met its mission was also of interest. 
The questionnaire used to gather data for this assessment of alumni was modeled after 
one used by Delaney in 1995 and one used by the administration at the Center For Public 
Service. Delaney designed her questionnaire to complete a study of the alumni of a master's 
degree teacher education program at Boston College. The questionnaire from the administration 
of the Center For Public Service has been used since 1992 to collect data regarding program 
assessment of its graduating students. 
The questionnaire is divided into three sections: Evaluation of Your Experience at Seton 
Hall, Your Career and How Our Curriculum Prepared You For It, and Demographic Data. The 
questionnaires were mailed with a pre-printed label and included a self-addressed return 
envelope. Postage for the return envelope was not included and was the responsibility of the 
respondent. However, included in the letter to alumni was a sincere request to assist with the 
postage in order to minimize costs. 
The questionnaire used for this assessment was first designed using both of the above 
mentioned models as a guide. It was then reviewed and adjusted by the administration and 
faculty of The Center For Public Service. Once complete, the questionnaire was mailed to 
approximately 500 alumni of the MPA Program. Any questionnaires that were returned due to an 
incorrect address were re-mailed if a correct address was found. 
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The response rate for the mailed questionnaire was 23.4% (117 of 500 were returned). 
This response rate was well received by the administration of the Center For Public Service. The 
data were entered into an excel spreadsheet for analysis. The source of the data is primary and 
the level of measurement for the variables is both nominal and interval. All alumni were 
encouraged to offer further comments. 
The data analysis will be perfonned, in some instances, by using the measures of central 
tendency and the measures of dispersion. More specifically, mean, mode, median, standard 
deviation and skewness will be used where applicable. Data will be presented using frequency 
and percentage distributions, graphs and contingency tables. Specific questions from the 
questionnaire will be used to understand how successful the MPA Program has met its mission. 
Overall analysis of mission and evaluation of program will include both the nominal and ordinal 
data as well as the comments offered by the alumni. 
It is unclear as to whether or not the response is representative of the entire alumni base. 
Also, there was some confusion as to whether an alumnus completed a research seminar or 
practicum as their capstone experience. In some instances alumni completed both responses. 
The staff at the Center For Public Service researched all questionable responses and the data 
were adjusted accordingly. 
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Presentation of Results 
. The objective of this capstone project is to perform an alumni assessment of the MPA 
Program at the Center For Public Service in order to understand how well it has met its mission 
and prepared its students for their careers. The results from the data collected in the 
questionnaire will be presented in three sections: sample description, assessment of graduate 
education including faculty and facilities, and selected analyses. 
The description of the sample is presented in Tables A, B, C, D and E found in the 
appendix. This sample consisted of 117 alumni, a 23.4% return. As shown in Tables A, Band 
C, 74% (87 alumni) graduated during the seven year span of 1994 to 2000. About 23% (27 
alumni) graduated between the IO year span of 1984 and 1993 and 3% (3 alumni) had unknown 
graduation years. 
Additionally, 56% (66 alumni) had an MPA concentration in Healthcare or an MHA 
degree. The Public Service concentration, the second largest, had 26% representation (30 
alumni). The Nonprofit concentration accounted for 13% (15 alumni). Lastly, there were 3% (4 
alumni) who had a concentration in Court Administration, and 1% (l alumni), in both the MIS 
and the unknown category. As evident, Healthcare and MHA alumni who graduated during the 
years from 1994 to 2000 made up the majority in this assessment. 
Table Din the appendix portrays the alumni respondents by gender, ethnicity, student 
status and concentration. Females accounted for 600/o (70 alumni) of the sample while males 
represented 38% ( 45 alumni). 2% (2 alumni) had unknown gender. This relationship between 
female and male respondents held true within the Healthcare, MHA, and Court Administration 
concentrations. The Nonprofit and Public Service concentrations each had more male than 
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female alumni respondents. The Public Service concentration was 66% male (20 alumni), while 
the Nonprofit concentration was 60% male (9 alumni). 
The ethnicity of the alumni was primarily European I Caucasian, which consisted of 79% 
(92 alumni). African -American made up the second largest ethnic group with 10% (12 
alumni). The Hispanic I Latino, Other and Unknown ethnic groups each had 3% (4, 3, 4 
respectively) representation. Finally, Asian -American ac.counted for 2% (2 alumni) of the 
sample. European I Caucasian ethnicity was the majority in each concentration. The African - 
American group, the second largest group, had concentration representation of? alumni in 
Healthcare, 3 in Public Service and 1 in both Nonprofit and the MHA Program. 
Student Status of the sample was 65% (76 alumni) part-time. Full-time status accounted 
for 22% (26 alumni) of the sample while 11 % (13 alumni) were categorized as mixture. 2% (2 
alumni) had unknown student status. Based on percentages amongst concentrations, full-time 
students were primarily located in MHA, Public Service and Nonprofit. 
Table E in the appendix displays current job situation, current job in organization 
hierarchy and employer - organization type. The job situation of the sample was 85% full-time, 
7% employed part-time by choice, 4% unemployed - but not seeking employment, 3% unknown 
and 1 % employed part-time - but seeking full time employment. An alumnus' current job in 
their organization's hierarchy was as follows: 29% mid level manager (Bureau Chief, Division, 
Director), 20% first line supervisor I manager, 15% in both upper level manager (Deputy 
Commissioner, VP) and other, 11 % non-supervising professional, 9% Director I Commissioner I 
CEO and 1 % unknown. Therefore, 60% of the sample currently works in the mid level manager 
or below position in their organizational hierarchy. 
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The employer-organization type of the sample was 45% Healthcare (53 alumni), 21 % 
Government and Nonprofit (25 and 24 alumni respectively), 8% Private sector (9 alumni) and 
5% (6 alumni) unknown. Furthennore, the Healthcare category could be divided into two sub­ 
categories, Healthcare - Nonprofit and Healthcare - Private. When divided into sub-categories, 
Healthcare - Nonprofit accounts for 35% (41 alumni) of the sample while Healthcare-Private 
accounts for 10% (12 alwnni). 
The Private Sector accounts for 18% of the sample (Private Sector - 8% and Healthcare - 
Private - l 0%). This percentage is almost as large as that of the Nonprofit and Public Service 
concentrations. The actual Private Sector percentage may be larger than 18% because not all 
alumni identified that they were either in the private sector or the nonprofit area of the healthcare 
field. Only those alumni that volunteered that they were in the private sector side of healthcare 
were counted in the calculation. One may assume that the true Private Sector representation 
could be greater than all concentrations other than that of Healthcare Nonprofit. This is quite 
surprising, though understandable, given that this is a Master of Public Administration Program. 
Finally, the average age of this sample was 42 and 5 months. The average time that a 
respondent has occupied his I her current position is 4 years, 11 months. The mode of the 
courses taken in the typical fall semester was 2.00. 
The second section of the presentation ofresults will he dedicated to the assessment of 
graduate education including facilities and faculty. This presentation will examine the 
assessment results in the following sections: graduate cwriculum, faculty and facility and overall 
satisfaction of the MPA Program. 
Table I on page 22 presents the results for the graduate curriculum, the improvement of 
skills and the assessment of values. The question was asked of the alumni, "How much did you 
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learn in each of these areas from your coursework in our program?" A four-point scale was 
provided with I representing ''nothing," and 4 equaling "a great amount." The table shows that 
the alumni felt the strongest areas of the curriculum were decision-making and problem solving. 
organizations and their behavior, and policy and program design, implementation and evaluation. 
Each of these areas had a mean greater than or equal to 3.39, a mode and median of 4.00 and a 
standard deviation between .58 and .61. The standard deviation informs us that the data are 
dispersed somewhat close to the mean. The skewness in the numbers are, in order from above, - 
1.04, -1.38 and -.66. This indicates that the data is negatively skewed and the mean may be 
artificially low. Since the data for the first two areas could be considered negatively skewed, the 
median can be used instead of the mean for measurement purposes. In this situation the median 
is 4.00 for both decision-making and problem solving. 
Courses in Managing the Budget Process, Political I Legal Institutions and processes, and 
Human Resource Management were considered areas where alumni learned "an adequate 
amount." The mean for these courses ranged from 3.2 to 3.28. The three lowest ranked classes 
assessed, in order of mean, were: Budgeting Skills, Infonnation management and Computer 
Applications. The corresponding mean for each of these courses were 3.07, 3.06 and 2.64. The 
Computer Application course ranked the lowest of courses assessed and was the only course to 
drop below a mean of 3.00 on the scale. The skewness for Computer Applications was a -.17, 
the most unskewed of all of the courses. 
Using the same scale, alumni were asked, "To what extent have your skills in the 
following areas been improved by taking our courses? Using the mean once again, alumni felt 
that the MP A Program had improved their critical thinking I analytical skills and research ski Us 
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the greatest. Written skills did not fall too far behind research skills and oral skills ranked the 
lowest with a mean of 3.17. 
Table l Assessment of Graduate Education 
Assessment of Graduate Cun1culum 
Decision-making and Problem solving 3.58 4.00 4.00 0.58 -1.04 
Organizations and their behavior 3.58 4.00 4.00 0.59 -1.38 
Policy and Program Design, Implementation and 3.46 4.00 4.00 0.61 -0.66 
Evaluation 
Economic and Social Institutions and processes 3.39 4.00 3.00 0.63 -0.55 
Managing the Budget Process 3.28 3.00 3.00 0.70 -0.45 
Political I Legal Institutions and processes 3.27 3.00 3.00 0.63 -0.29 
Human Resource Management 3.20 3.00 3.00 o.n -0.84 
Budgeting skills 3.07 3.00 3.00 0.70 -0.41 
Information Management 3.06 3.00 3.00 0.69 -0.40 
Computer applications 2.84 3.00 3.00 0.81 -0.17 
Improvement of Ski/ls 
Critical thinking f analytical skills 3.55 4.00 4.00 0.69 -1.70 
Research Skills 3.47 4.00 4.00 0.72 -1.40 
Written skills 3.35 4.00 4.00 0.84 -1.46 
Oral skills 3.17 3.00 3.00 0.85 -1.01 
Assessment of Values 
Working collaboratively 3.58 4.00 4.00 0.58 -1.01 
Abiding by ethical standards of behavior in one's 3.53 4.00 4.00 0.60 -0.86 
profession 
Working effectively with people from diverse 3.44 4.00 3.00 0.59 -0.54 
backgrounds 
Focusing on quality of life and I or public policy 3.40 4.00 4.00 0.73 -1.18 
issues, such as healthcare, affordable housing, 
safety and education 
Assuming leadership positions in one's professional 3.31 4.00 4.00 0.81 -0.94 
organization 
Serving one's community 3.30 4.00 3.00 0.75 -0.93 
Serving one's professional organization 3.29 3.00 3.00 0.69 -0.76 
Assuming leadership positions in one's community 3.07 3.00 3.00 0.80 -0.54 
Seal•: 1• nothing, 2 • not enough, 3 • ad�uate 1111ount, 4 • a grelll deal 
When asked, "To what extent have the following values been discussed or encouraged in 
our courses and our other programs or services," alumni found the strongest values to be working 
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collaboratively and abiding by ethical standards of behavior in one's profession. Working 
effectively with people from diverse backgrounds, focusing on quality of life and I or public 
policy, assuming leadership positions in one's community and serving one's community each 
had a respectable mean between 3.44 and 3.30. Scoring the lowest with a mean of3.07 was 
assuming leadership positions in one's community. 
Table 2 on page 24 presents the results regarding the Internship. 27%, or 32 alumni, 
participated in an internship. A five-point scale ranging from "strongly disagree' to "strongly 
agree," was used for this question. Using the mean, the highest rated areas of the internship were 
the exposure to real world politics, ability to relate theory to practice, and the valuable 
experience gained from it for use later on in one's career. There was concurrence that during the 
internship alumni were given good direction and support from the MP A faculty, had a variety of 
assignments, were left with a new awareness of the obligations of a professional in the field and 
to the public, and assisted them in deciding upon a career. Alumni "somewhat agreed" to the 
statement that the internship assisted them in getting a job. It is also evident from the results that 
the alumni were able to improve their written communication skills and analytical skills more 
than their research skills or their oral presentation skills during the internship. 
Using the same five-point scale, Table Fin the appendix provides results surrounding the 
Research Seminar and the Practicum. 76%, or 89 alumni, took the Research Seminar and 19%, 
22 alumni, participated in the Practicum. Alumni strongly felt that in each of these experiences 
they were able to relate theory to practice. The mean for the Research Seminar and the 
Practicum was 4.39 and 4.43 respectively. Alumni also agreed that they received good direction 
and support from faculty members of the MPA Program. Alumni felt strongly that the Research 
Seminar and the Practicum improved their analytical, written communication and research skills. 
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Oral presentation skills were rated the lowest in the improvement of skills, with mean of3.79 for 
the Research Seminar and 4.05 for the Practicum. Taking into account the negative skewness in 
the data, both the research seminar and the practicum were overall rated strong. 
Table 2 Assessment of Internship 
Assessment of Internship 
My Internship exposed me to reaf--world 4.55 5.00 5.00 0.66 -1.23 
politics 
My internship related dassroom theory to 4.16 4.00 4.00 0.62 -0.70 
real world practice 
I received experience which I found 4.10 5.00 4.00 0.96 -0.96 
valuable later In my career 
I had an interesting variety of 3.94 5.00 4.00 1.18 -0.91 
assignments during my internship 
I was left with a new awareness of the 3.93 5.00 4.00 1.26 M1.02 
obligations of a professional in the field 
and to the public 
My internship helped me decide upon a 3.86 5.00 4.00 1.30 -0.79 
career 
I was given good direction and support 3.67 5.00 4.00 1.16 -0.79 
by the MPA faculty 
I was given good direction and support 3.68 3.00 4.00 1.17 -0.66 
by the agency 
My internship aided me in getting a job 3.39 5.00 3.00 1.53 -0.23 
Improvement of Skills 
Written communication skills 3.97 5.00 4.00 0.95 -0.43 
Analytical Skills 3.67 5.00 4.00 0.99 -0.38 
Research Skills 3.72 3.00 4.00 1.00 -0.09 
Oral presentation skills 3.55 3.00 3.00 1.03 0.06 
Scale: 1= strongly disagree, 2 "'disagree, 3 "'som8'flhat agme, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree 
Feedback on the Student Community Assistance Project (SCAP) was given by 7 alumni, 
or 6%. Five alumni stated that they participated in a SCAP in 1 to 2 courses. Six of the Seven 
alumni felt that SCAP was a valuable learning experience, provided a "real life experience," and 
"helped one understand the true meaning of teamwork." One alumnus stated that it was 
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sometimes a valuable learning experience. They went on to state that it "depended on the 
project, the team, faculty guidance and the client's expectations." 
Results for Faculty and Facilities will be the next area to be presented and can be found 
in Table 3 on page 26. A five-point scale was used to measure alumni 's impression of the 
faculty as a group. The scale included the ratings of inadequate, below average, average, good, 
and outstanding. With a mean rating of 4.64, 4.52 and 4.40 respectively, alumni strongly felt 
that the faculty knew the subject matter, were prepared for class and were able to communicate 
clearly in class. The faculty's ability to expose alumni to a variety of points of view, be 
accessible to students outside of class, and integrate a concern with ethical behavior into the 
curriculum were more difficult to rank because of their negative skewness. Since negative 
skewness indicates an artificially low mean, it is likely that these assessment areas may be higher 
than their mean indicates. Lowest ranked by mean with minimal negative skewness were the 
areas of academic advising, integrated topics of diversity into the curriculum and integrated 
technology related applications into the curriculum. Their mean average in their order from 
above was 4.05, 4.02, 3.76 with skewness of-.64, -.37, -.50. 
The results of the evaluation of Facilities are also presented in Table 3. Facilities were 
ranked on a six-point scale with six representing "don't know." Scale points one through five 
included: very poor, poor, adequate, good and very good. Responses of •• six" were excluded to 
calculate the mean, mode, median, standard deviation and skewness. The library, enrollment 
services and registration were well received. Each had a mean equal to or greater than 4.00. 
Meeting spaces, classrooms and computer facilities were more not far behind with a mean no 
lower than 3.77. All items on the facilities had negative skewness, and a median of 4.00. The 
standard deviation for each of the areas listed tightly ranged from .92 - 1.10. As a result, this 
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group was more difficult to measure or rank. According to the alumni, it does appear that one 
area that needs further improvement is that of the services from the University Career Center. 
This area finished last with a mean of 3.60 and minimal negative skewness of -.38. 
Table 3 Assessment of Faculty and Facilities 
AssesstnentofF•culty 
Knew the subject matter 4.64 5.00 5.00 0.53 -1.13 
Had prepared for class prior to its meeting 4.52 5.00 5.00 0.60 -0.84 
Were able to communicate clearly in class 4.40 5.00 4.00 0.65 --0.61 
Exposed us to a variety of points of view 4.35 4.00 4.00 0.70 -1.23 
Were accessible to students outside of class 4.25 5.00 4.00 0.81 -1.09 
Integrated a concern with ethical behavior into the 4.22 5.00 4.00 0.81 -0.73 
curriculum 
Provided academic advising 4.05 5.00 4.00 0.93 -0.64 
Integrated topics of diversity into the curriculum 4.02 4.00 4.00 0.86 --0.37 
Integrated technology related applications into the 3.76 4.00 4.00 1.05 -0.50 
curriculum 
Evaluation of Facllltles and Support 
Library 4.12 5.00 4.00 1.02 -1.16 
Enrollment Services 4.00 5.00 4.00 0.93 -0.70 
Registration process 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.94 --0.79 
Meeting spaces 3.89 4.00 4.00 0.93 --0.50 
Classrooms 3.81 4.00 4.00 0.92 --0.41 
Computer Facilities 3.77 4.00 4.00 1.10 -0.65 
Financial Aki services 3.71 5.00 4.00 1.13 -0.35 
Services from the University career Center 3.60 5.00 4.00 1.30 -0.38 
Faculty Scale: 1 = inadequate, 2 = below average, 3 = average, 4 = good, 5 = 
outstanding 
Facility Scale: 1 = very poor, 2 = poor, 3 = adequate, 4 = good, 5 = very good, 6 = 
don't know 
Observations provided by alumni can also lend insight into experiences with the 
University Career Center. One alumnus stated that they were told that the Career Center is more 
adequate for undergraduates and non-working graduates. Another mentioned that their phone 
calls were never returned the Career Center. 
Alumni's use and impression of department career counseling was also asked in the 
questionnaire. The results state that 25% (29 alumni) sought career counseling from the MPA I 
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MHA department. Out of the 25%, 83% (24 alumni) received adequate career counseling from 
the department. Furthermore, 19% (22 alwnni) sought help from the MPA I MHA department in 
gaining better employment. Out of the 19%, 55%, (12 alumni) received help from the 
department. 
Adequate class scheduling, respect for students and fair treatment of people of color were 
addressed by this questionnaire. The results for each of these areas were overwhelmingly 
positive. The detailed results behind these questions can be located in Table G in the appendix. 
Table 4 on page 28 presents alumni's satisfaction with their career and impression of 
what factors were important to their success. Satisfaction of career was evaluated on a five-point 
scale with the following selections: very dissatisfied, dissatisfied, neutral, satisfied, extremely 
satisfied. Level of responsibility was the highest ranked with a mean of 4.30 and skewness of - 
1.17. Substantive content of your work, direction of your work and impact of your work on your 
had a mean range of 4.16 to 4.17. The lowest ranked were prestige associated with your 
profession with a mean 4.02 and earnings level with a mean of 3.87. 
Factors important to an alumnus' career were asked using a five-point scale. The scale 
consisted of: nothing at all, very little impact, moderate impact, big impact and very big impact. 
Alumni consider personal competence and hard work as areas that have the most impact. They 
had, respectively, a mean of 4.63 and 4.59 with negative skewness of-2.54 and-2.17. Ranked 
third and fourth were network and personal contacts and the MPA I MHA degree. Opportunity I 
luck :finished second from last with a mean of 3.50. The MPA I MHA degree ranked directly in 
front of an undergraduate degree. The mean for MP A/MHA was 3.85 and the mean for 
undergraduate education was 3.61. At first look at the mean, it appears that that there is not a 
considerable difference between the importance of an undergraduate degree and the MP A I 
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MHA degree. However, mode provides additional infonnation. The mode for the MPA I MHA 
degree is 5.00 and the mode for the undergraduate degree is 3.00. 
Table 4 Assqsment - Satisfaction and hnportance 
How satisfitJd are you with the following aspects of your camer? 
How imf)Oltant do you � each of the follow;ng waMS lo your �:uoo,ss? 
Satisfaction of Career 
Level of responsibility you have attained 4.30 5.00 4.00 0.84 -1.17 
The substantive content of you work 4.17 5.00 4.00 0.91 -0.86 
Overall direction of your career 4.17 5.00 4.00 0.95 -1.10 
he impact of you 'NOl"k on your field 4.16 5.00 4.00 0.87 -0.73 
The prestige associated with your profession 4.02 5.00 4.00 0.93 -0.59 
Your earnings level 3.87 4.00 4.00 0.93 -0.77 
Importance to one's success 
Personal competence 4.63 5.00 5.00 0.66 -2.54 
Hard work 4.59 5.00 5.00 0.71 -2.17 
Network and personal contacts 3.92 4.00 4.00 1.03 -1.00 
MPA/MHAdegree 3.85 5.00 4.00 1.00 -0.51 
Undergraduate education 3.61 3.00 4.00 1.05 -0.30 
Opportunity I Luck 3.50 4.00 4.00 1.00 -0.29 
Other advanced degrees 3.12 3.00 3.00 1.38 -0.29 
Satisfaction Scale: 
1= v«y dissatisfied, 2 • dissatisfied, 3 • neutral, 4 • satisfied, 5 = e,tremely satisfied 
Importance Scale 
Scale: 1= nothing at aU, 2 = very litHe Impact, 3 = moderate impact, 4 = big Impact, 5 = very big impact 
When asked how important the MPA I MHA degree was in preparing alumni for their 
current I subsequent career, 68% (80 alumni) responded that it is extremely or very important to 
their career. 20% (23 alumni) responded that the degree was somewhat important to their career. 
Finally, 6% (7 alumni) felt the degree was not too important and 3% (4 alumni) felt that it was 
not at all important. Detailed results of this question are located in Table H of the appendix. 
Examining the written observations provided for alumni who felt the MPA I MHA degree 
was somewhat important, not too important or not at all important provided additional 
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explanations for their response. One alumni stated that, "I have found that most people in the 
business world don't really understand what the degree is. I worked for an insurance company 
that served the non profit community. My MPA prepared me to be a better manager, but I still 
lack a better finance background." A Public Service student had wished that there were more 
courses in their concentration. A Nonprofit student stated that the program needs to be more 
diversified because the program was too heavy in the healthcare field. Three students requested 
that additional budgeting and finance skills be added. Two recommended that more computer I 
MIS skills be taught in the program. Fina1Iy, one student suggested that, "If the focus was on 
Finance, Marketing, H/R, etc. you would have focused and more portable skills. These 
concentrations are similar regardless of where you work." One alumnus stated they took the 
program because they were interested in learning despite the fact that it was not relevant to their 
career. Finally, one alumnus stated that the topics addressed in the questionnaire were not 
available when they were enrolled in the program and the degree did not assist them with a 
career change. Alumni currently working in the healthcare, government or nonprofit fields 
provided all comments mentioned. 
Many positive comments were also evident in the observations. A large number felt that 
the MPA I MHA program had "quality instructors, and timely and relevant material." Dr. Wish 
and Dr. Disalvio were mentioned numerous times as being "superb." One student stated 
"instructors were excellent, course material was challenging and real life examples were used in 
class to explain theory." Overall, there were many that felt the need to say •• thank you" to the 
MP A Program for a "worthwhile, positive, challenging, experience." 
When asked whether or not they would recommend the program to others, 86% of the 
alumni responded, "Yes, definitely." Additionally, 10% responded with "perhaps." Four alumni 
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stated "No, probably not." Data for this question can be found in Table I in the appendix. 
Written observations can also be used to better understand the responses for this question. 
Reasons why the program would not be recommended were that it was too expensive and that it 
did not apply to current profession. Reasons why they would recommend the program were 
plentiful. All written observations for this question are located in Table J in the appendix. 
Alumni were also asked to rate their overall level of satisfaction with the education they 
received in the MPA I MHA program. These data are provided in Table K in the appendix. 62% 
(72 alumni) felt "very satisfied" with the level of education received. Another 33% (39 alumni) 
felt "satisfied" with their learning experience in the MPA Program. In total, 95% of the alumni 
felt very satisfied or satisfied with the education they received from the MPA I MHA program. 
The final section of the results will be the presentation of selected analyses performed on 
that data. This will include a comparison of an alumnus' job, job status and salary during the 
time they were enrolled in the program to their current situation. Also, an examination of the 
graduate curriculum will be presented. This presentation will compare what was learned in the 
program against what is currently considered to be useful to one's career. 
Table Lin the appendix compares an alumnus' job, job status, and salary from the time 
they entered the program to their current situation. Alumni employed full-time increased 4%, or 
5 alumni. Only one alumnus is employed part-time and seeking full-time employment. Aside 
from the 4 unknown alumni, all are either employed or unemployed by choice. 
Table Lin the appendix also shows the before and after data for an alumnus' current job 
in their organization hierarchy. Most notably, 33% (39 alumni) moved from a non-supervising 
professional or first-line supervisor I manager to a higher position. The mid-level manager 
(Bureau Chief, Division Director) category grew 15% (17 alumni) and the upper-level manager 
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(Deputy Commissioner, VP) category increased 11 % (13 alumni). An increase of 6% (7 alumni) 
was experienced in the Director I Commissioner I CEO category. The "other" category remained 
nearly flat with a 2% (2 alumni) increase. 
During the time period of entry into the program to the current state, there was also 
significant movement in salary. The salary categories that represent less than $25,000 to 
$55,000 experienced a 45% decrease (53 alumni). Conversely, the salary categories that 
represent $55,001 - $95,000 or more increased 44% (51 alumni). Lastly, salary data for 2 % (2 
alumni) was unknown. 
Table 5 on page 32 presents a graduate curriculum comparison. This comparison 
provides a ranking of what alumni learned in the curriculum against what they felt as being 
important to their career. The purpose of this chart is to identify curriculum strengths and 
possible curriculum gaps in the MPA I MHA program. The data show that alumni ranked oral 
skills first and written skills second as being important to their career. Likewise, they 
respectively ranked the two eighteenth and eleventh as what they learned in the program. They 
also ranked critical thinking I analytical skills and working collaboratively as third and fourth 
and just the opposite in the category for what they learned. Organizations and their behavior, 
the first core course to be ranked, appears eighth in the ranking as what was important to one's 
career. Similarly, the first core course to be ranked in the category of what was learned was also 
organizations and their behavior ranked second. The assessment area of assuming leadership in 
one's organization was ranked twelfth in what was learned, but seventeenth in what was 
important to one's career. Overall, skills and values were ranked as having more importance to 
one's career than did the core courses offered in the program. A detail chart showing mean, 
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mode, median, standard deviation and skewness for the areas considered to be useful to one's 
career is located in Table M in the appendix. 
Table 5 Cuniculum Ranking: Importance to Career vs. What was learned 
Ranked by Mean 
1 18 
ritten skills 2 11 
Critical thinking I analytical skills 3 4 
Working collaboratively 4 3 
Decisfon·making and Problem solving 5 1 
Abiding by ethical standards of behavior in 6 5 
one's profession 
Working effectively with people from 7 8 
diverse backgrounds 
Organizations and their behavior 8 2 
Information Management 9 21 
Human Resource Management 10 17 
Managing the Budget and financial 11 15 
process 
Research Skills 12 6 
Serving one's professional organization 13 14 
Policy and Program Design, 14 7 
Implementation and Evaluation 
Budgeting skills 15 19 
Serving one's community 16 13 
Assuming leadership positions in one's 17 12 
professional organization 
Computer applications 18 22 
Political I Legal Institutions and processes 19 16 
Focusing on quality of life and I or public 20 9 
policy issues, such as healthcare, 
affordable housing, safety and education 
Economic and Soclat Institutions and 21 10 
processes 
ssuming leadership positions in one's 22 20 
community 
The last group of charts to be presented will show a similar comparison and ranking, but 
by concentration rather than by the overall alumni respondents. This analysis may identify 
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curriculum strengths and gaps within a particular concentration. Before doing this, it is 
important to better understand the sample. 
Table Nin the appendix presents a further description of the sample. lbis table provides 
information about the current employment of the sample by concentration. These data are 
important because they provide additional validity for the comparison by concentration that will 
be presented next. Table N shows that the sample is primarily still working in the field that 
corresponds to their concentration. Among nonprofit, public service, healthcare and MHA 
alumni, only about 15% may not be working in the same field as their concentration. This 
percentage is a worse case guess because in some instances it is not apparent if they are or are 
not working in their concentration. 
Table O in the appendix presents the comparisons between what is useful to one's career 
and what was learned for the healthcare concentration and the MHA degree. The results for the 
healthcare concentration appear to mirror the overall results in some ways. This is logical given 
that this is the largest group of alumni that responded. It is similar in that oral skills and written 
skills are ranked as being important along with other values and skills. However, unlike the 
overall sample, working collaboratively is ranked first in importance and learned. Also, 
managing the budget process is ranked eighth and is the first course which appears in the 
ranking. There appears to be possible curriculum gaps with oral skills, written skills, managing 
the budget process and information management. Strengths include working collaboratively, 
working effectively with people from diverse backgrounds, abiding by ethical standards of 
behavior in one's profession, decision making and problem solving and organizations and their 
behavior. 
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Observations from Healthcare students complement the results reported in Table 0. 
Alumni stated the need for more financial courses, computer courses, public relations, 
networking skills, ethics, one on one guidance and a buddy system for pre-service students. One 
student mentioned the need for a survey course because LTC demographics require it. Many felt 
that having faculty in New Jersey healthcare was a tremendous advantage. Also the "health 
management courses were the best" stated one student. 
The results for the MHA degree are a bit different. Note that, according to Table N, the 
majority ofMHA alumni respondents work in a Hospital or Medical Center. Decision-making 
and Problem solving is ranked first in importance and fourth in learned. Budgeting skills, the 
first core course, appears second in rank of importance and fifteenth in what was learned. 
Managing the budget and financial process is ranked sixth in importance and fourteenth in area 
learned. Based on these responses MHA curriculum gaps appear to be present in budgeting, oral 
skills, information management, research skills and computer applications. Strengths are critical 
thinking I analytical skills, abiding by ethical standards of behavior in one's profession, working 
collaboratively and decision making and problem solving. 
Observations from the MHA alumni stated that that the faculty was outstanding and that 
the program was very diverse. It was also stated that the financial courses need to be taught in 
two part courses. Also, one on-line student stated that the group work should be limited and it 
should schedule review classes for the ACHE exam immediately following the MHA 
coursework. Finally, one student stated that the MPA degree was "soft" compared to the MBA 
CPA or RN. 
Table P details the same data for the Public Service and Nonprofit concentrations. 
Similar to Healthcare and the MHA, Public Service and Nonprofit each rank skills and values 
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high in importance. Curriculum gaps may occur in oral skills and written skills for both 
concentrations. It appears that while critical thinking appears to be a strength in the Public 
Service concentration, it is a curriculum gap for the Nonprofit concentration. Budgeting skills 
are considered more important to Nonprofit alumni than to the Public Service alumni. Policy 
and program design are each ranked strong in tenns of what was learned, but considered not be 
as important by both the Public Service and Nonprofit concentrations. However, Healthcare and 
MHA have ranked Policy and program design higher in importance. Besides the gaps that have 
been mentioned, it appears that what has been learned in the curriculum meets that which is 
considered important to the career. 
Nonprofit students stated in their observations that this program was a good opportunity 
to "think outside the box," and that there was "a good blend of practical knowledge and theory." 
One student suggested the following should be added to topics for discussion: joint ventures with 
corporations or for profit ventures, strategic philanthropy and venture philanthropy. Some 
alumni recommended that more computer and financial courses be added and less healthcare 
related examples used. 
Public service students also recommended that more budgeting and computer classes be 
added. One student suggested that more guest speakers from the field need to be brought in to 
address the students. Overall, comments were extremely positive. Note that all further comments 
are presented in Table Q in the appendix. 
This capstone project attempts to better understand how well the MPA Program has met 
its mission and prepared its students for the career. The results just presented are the compilation 
of the data retrieved through the mailed questionnaire. These results have been presented to help 
understand the perceptions of the alumni in order to arrive at a conclusion. 
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Conclusion 
The objective of this capstone project is to better understand how well the MPA Program 
has met its mission and prepared its students for their careers. In order to accomplish this 
objective, an alumni assessment was developed and mailed to the MPA Program's alumni base. 
This topic was important because this alumni assessment could possibly assist the faculty 
and administration in understanding how to better prepare current and future students of the 
program. It is also important for it will help answer the question of whether or not the MPA 
Program has accomplished its mission. 
The mission of the Center For Public Service is as fol1ows: 
"Our MPA Degree is designed to develop servant leaders for management positions 
in the public, private and nonprofit sectors. With an interdisciplinary, collaborative 
and culturally diverse setting, we are dedicated to providing high quality graduate degree 
and certificate programs that are intellectually stimulating, ethically oriented and have a 
theory to practice." 
Having said that, has the mission of the MPA Program been successfully met based on the data 
retrieved from this alumni assessment? Yes, it absolutely has been met. Has the MPA program 
successfully prepared its students for their career? Yes, it has. 
The data and observations from the alumni support the success of this program. 95% of 
the alwnni were either very satisfied or satisfied with the education they received in the MPA 
Program. 86% stated that they would recommend the MPA program to others. An additional 
10% said that they would perhaps recommend the program. The most stated reason why one 
would only "perhaps" recommend the MPA program was because it was considered to be 
expensive. Although this is an acceptable reason, it is outside of the scope for this paper. 
The evaluation of the curriculum by the alumni was very positive. Ratings from the 
Internship, Research Seminar and Practicum were also extremely strong. The data also showed 
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that alumni have gained mobility in their organization's hierarchical position and within their 
salary grouping. Finally, the voluntary comments provided by the alumni were overwhelmingly 
positive. In the comments, the faculty and curriculum were applauded repeatedly. 
Knowing whether or not this sample represents the feelings and recommendations of the 
entire alumni base is a limitation of this study. Because no calculations were performed to 
determine what percentage of an entire concentration is represented in this study, it is not valid to 
assume that these results would be representative of all alumni. 
Looking back at the review of literature, it is evident that the field of public 
administration education is complex. The field has many identity conflicts that have been 
debated for quite some time. After analyzing the results and reading the observations from the 
alumni, I was personally impressed by how the MPA Program at the Center For Public Service 
has adapted and succeeded in an envirorunent that has so many conflicts associated with it. For 
instance, Ventriss in 1991 recommended that MPA programs need mutual learning to assist with 
conquering the theory to practice learning gap. It appears from this assessment that the MPA 
Program at Seton Hall has succeeded in bridging the gap between theory and practice. Besides 
the success of SCAP, many students also stated in their observations that the faculty provided 
examples to bridge gaps between theory and practice. More importantly, a better bridge between 
theory and practice was absent from the recommendations provided by the alumni. 
Leadership was discussed in the review of literature as an area that should be improved. 
It appears from the data presented here that students are receiving an education geared toward 
leadership. Decision-making and problem solving skills as well as Critical thinking I analytical 
skills were ranked in the top five as being important to one's career and in the top four of what 
was learned. Also, it appeared in the data that the MP A Program provided too much learning in 
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the area of assuming leadership in one's organization then what was considered important to 
one's career. This is not negative for I do not think that too much leadership training could be 
considered detrimental to any student. 
Ventriss also warned of the problems ofan interdisciplinary setting. It appears that the 
MPA Program as a whole has not overextended itself because there is no indication of this in the 
data and observations. Somewhat related was the rating of integration of topics of diversity into 
the curriculum. This was deemed "good" by the alumni. It was not the strongest in its category, 
but it still had an acceptable mean. 
Regarding the ''best place debate," by Wish and Mirabella, there was no indication that 
alumni working in the nonprofit field were dissatisfied with the education they received in the 
MP A program. As mentioned in the results, some alumni made recommendations as to the 
improvement of topics discussed in the curriculum, but all were satisfied with their experience. 
Finally, there was no mention by the alumni that a merger of the CPM and MPA would 
be positive or negative. There was also no mention of the internalization of public 
administration education. 
The results of this study closely resemble those by King, Britton and Missik in 1996. 
That is, skills are more important to one's career than the subject matter of the core curriculum. 
What is notable in this study is that possible curriculum gaps did not exist in all skill areas. Skill 
gaps appeared to exist only in oral and written skills. Expectations of skill training for critical 
thinking I analytical skills, working collaboratively, decision-making and problem solving, and 
working effectively with people from diverse backgrounds were met. 
The gap in writing skills is a bit confusing because one would think that students of a 
graduate program should have already developed writing skills. Should a graduate program be 
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responsible for improving the writing skills of their students? As a student, I know that there is a 
significant amount of written assignments throughout the course of this graduate program. I also 
feel that my skills naturally improved as a result of this. At the time I enrolled in the MPA 
program, I did not expect to have a class on writing skills nor did I think there should be one. 
Again, it seems that a student's writing skills should already be developed before entering a 
graduate program. However, a course dedicated to the art of writing may be required in the 
future. 
Despite the emphasis on skills, the core curriculum continues to be very important to the 
MPA Program. Looking at the curriculum gaps between what was viewed as important to one's 
career and what was learned only at the overall level masks what is occurring at the 
concentration level. By examining the cuniculum gaps at a more detailed level, it is evident that 
different core courses remain important to individual concentrations. 
Areas of overall improvement for the MPA program to consider for future students are 
oral skills, written skills, integration of technology into the curriculum, information management, 
human resource management and budgeting. Perhaps, additional oral presentations could be 
added to all courses. Presenters could be required to prepare their material in Powerpoint. This 
may be an additional way to improve computer skills. Excel should be used in all financial and 
research courses. Teaching financial functions, pivot tables, auto-filters, etc. may increase a 
student's computer skills. One alumnus suggested that financial courses need to be taught in two 
parts. Perhaps this may improve the gap for financial courses. 
Most importantly, The MPA Program must continue down the same path that it is 
currently on. It must not change its mission or goal, but just improve in areas that may contain 
curriculum gaps. There are many facets of this program that are working very well. The data 
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and observations presented con:finn this as fact. The most popular recommendations given by 
the alumni have been included in this paper. However, there was no way that all comments and 
recommendations could be presented. Hopefully, the faculty and administration will read 
through the comments provided by the alumni, located in Tables J and Q of the appendix, and 
incorporate the recommendations into future planning. 
The results from this alumni assessment can act as a guide in detennining where 
improvements need to be made. Possible curriculum gaps have been identified by concentration 
and for the program overall. Hopefully, these results will become a tool to assist the faculty and 
administration in preparing future students for a career in the public or private sector. 
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Table J; Recommendation of Degree- Further Ccmrnmts 
Y ·Faculty of MPAJMHA are excellent 
No, probably not Not applicable to cooenl profession 
Y -Library and Computer Labs, Excellent professional network, strong cunlculum, advanced degree essential for Job IJ"OWth 
potential 
The MHA on line ls supetbly IU'I by outstanding faculty. 
Y ·I enjoyed the chaNenge. SHU is a great school and the MPA is worth the time 
Y -Excellent program and outstanding faculty 
Y-provides a good foundation for advancement 
Y • The online team were very supportive. teamed from team members as well as fawty 
Y-The program enhanced both my oral and 'Mitten sklls 
Y -It Is a good blend of practical knov.fedge and theory 
Y· program offered a comprehensive format balancing practical application and theory. These are ailical areas essential for 
managers in today's pub&c organizations. Majority of teaching staff were bright, attentive, knowledgeable and fair. 
No, probably not. In my experience, an MBA would have been better. I have found that most people In the business wood 
don1 really l.rlderstand � the degree is. I YoOl'ked for an insurance company that served the non profit community. My MPA 
pr9p&red me lo be a better manager, but I still lack a better finance backgromd. 
Perhaps. The program was 9J1P81"1Sive and I think more one on one guidance COIAd I should be provided to students. 
Y - lnslructors were elCCellent •nd course material was chalenging, used real 6fe example$ in class to explain lheory. Learned 
Immensely from other stuclents. 
Y • great faculty, well propared. very related to C8fe9r and advancement 
Y - well rounded, critical thinking skills acquired, •nalytlcal sklls, good facuty. 
Y· overall the program was good. Would have liked more classes in my concentration. Being a fun time student, it was difficul 
to relate to real wor1cl situations. Now, v.hile working, I refer often to class texts. 
Y-11 provided you with an opportl.llity to think outside the box. The experience was one of growth and exploration. 
Perhaps, I probably �Id but It Is ve,y expens!Ye and I would be concerned about faculty bJrnover 
Y - the program is worthwtlle to anyone in healthcare management 
Y - strong curriculum, diverse background of faculty 
Y • Competent professors V.00 have the best Interests of the students at heart. 
Y-1 believe the education I received in our MPA program will greatly assist me in achieving my career goals. 
Y· diverse program from prestigious school. 
Y· supportive of students, good clerical and administration support, good faculty. 
Y • Comprehensive, respectful, high quality education 
Perhaps - not financially competitive with other schools 
Perhaps - based on my positive experience 
Yes· Ve,;y good program �en I graduated 10 years ago and I've heard its now improved. 
Yes- slimlD.ting, Faculty· well informed and very helpU 
Y • OUtslandlog faculty, curriculum and overall great� 
Y - good program 
Perhaps, Acquired a founlain of krl()'Medge; and the staff was extremely helpful and prepared; prestigious institution. Degree 
has helped my career advancement 
Yes, I found the teaching staff accessJble and flexlble and knooMaclgeab1e of subject matter. As part time student'Mth full time 
I experienced the benefits of the program on the Job as I progressed through to graduation 
Program is ....arlh the money invested 
Yes, Convenience of the online program. It Y«>Uld be vesydlfflcul! for me to attend school, ....ark full time In a Job requiring 40+ 
hours a week 'Mth 2 children and a husband v.orklng In another country. 
Yes, I gained a lot of positive experience through lhe program. Most classes were interesting, informative and beneficial. 
Yes, Seton Hall well respected faciUty and MPA Program met my eiq:,ectalions and needs for advanced education. 
Yes, II was a ve,;y good program. 
Yes, the courses, along 'Mth the opportunity to interact and network with others in my field was valuable- allov.(ng me to grow 
professlonally. 
Yes, the staff was always accessible and the program was eerem and relevant 
Perhaps, only if lhey were already In a management position. Unfortunately, although I feel that I learned much, the program I 
not 'Nell respected In the lleld and particularly in some healthcare systems. MPAIMHA considered "soft degree• vs. RN, MBA. 
CPA, JD. No opportunities to strengthen oral communication sknls. 
Yes, Curriculum keeps pace with public sector 
Yes, the program eeceeo me to a 'Ml<lle new wood of opportunity in and out of the classroom. II made a very positive impact 
oo my professional and personal life. 
Yes, I have! Several colleagues are cooentry enrolled in program 
Perhaps, I think tt's a comprehensive program that can benefit people in this field or looking to get in this field 
Yes. It was a great academic and life experience v.tllle teaming newsknrs 
Table J: Rccommcodation of Dcgrcc - Further Comrnmts 
Yes, This program was YefYWluable Jn my position as VP in Hospital setting 
Yes, the coot cuR1culum and staff have a working knowledge of the current environment 
Perhaj)s, I found the quality of classes depended largely on the profess« and the same class taught by different Instructors 
during lhe same 5elllestet often had difference In quaNty, content and�. 
Yes, I have Improved my abllities In various areas. The degree Is also very marketable. 
Yes, Excellent academic program. Excellenl staff· especially Dr Wish· tenific leader. extremely open lo studenrs Ideas and 
perspectives. 
Yes, excellent program with ftexibllity 
Yes, lhe program was comprehensive and the faculty was excelklnt. 
Yes.It provided me Information ln nearly all areas of public management which are essential for a supervisor and ot 
administrator 
Yes, because I felt Iha! the education I received has benefited me in my career. The department supportive of my needs and 
abilities during my pregnancy 
Yes, Feel the MPA program is comprehensive In scope and provided a broad view of the healthcam system 
Yes, Ifs an essential steeping stone lo beoomlng a successful and effective leader in Pub6c Sector. 
Yes, the courseYIOlk was Interesting, applicable and appropriately Challenging. Excellent faculty and a community minded 
program. 
Yes, solid understanding of skills lo the envlrorment of working In non proftt sectot. 
Yes the instructors were knowledgeable, aocessible and ftexlble. 
Yes, the leadership sklMs 
Yes, I have over lhe years 
No, ii was too � for the education I received 
Yes, I lhought ii was a good program. Faculty was very mq>eflenced and wlling to help students In every respect. 
Yes, e);J)OSUre to many areas which enhances learning and deepens knowledge base 
Yes, Church management and personal areas absent from seminary training 
Yes, especially now that It is on-fill!! 
Yes, I believe the faculty were excellent teachers, parliculariy, Dr Phillip Disalvio. The teachetS made "you think" and assigned 
appropriate homework assignments to the course curriculum. A good education received, money was well spent. (I was self­ 
pay). Curriculum Yel'J Interesting and personally challenging. Teachefs were demanding but fair. Fantastic Program. I 
learned a lot. 
Yes, colne content was relevant lo professional needs and well presented 
Yes, H was encompassing and touched on an aspects of good admlristration and resean:ti skms preparing one for work world 
Yes, faculty- Ms. laubsch, Lt. Walker, Mrs. Lyons. Excellent professors. Applied real WOl'ld lo classroom experience. 
Exlremely knowledgeable 
Yes, program conlent, knowledgeable facufty 
Yes, because It was 'IIOl"ltl'Mllle and my friend and co-worker could team a lot 
Yes. quality of instruction 
Yes, Good course cuniculum, well balanced, good lea.ming experience lot of help from ottier students who were Y>Ort<ing full 
Ume. 
Perhaps, helped me begin my career in healthcare - taught me management skills and business culture 
Yes, Great program 
Yes, good school, faculty, program tailored lo needs of student. Location, site, facilities 
Yes, I was able to apply wllal I learned 
Yes, because ii broadened my WOl'ld, l enjoyed the classes, Interacting wllh faculty and fellow students and I have a graduate 
degree and no one can take ht away from me. 
Yes, ii Is rewarding and lhe faculty staff are outstanding and helpful at an stages 
Yes, Core cooiculurn was good quality; lhls was a educational experience after many years out of school. I Improved 'Miting 
skills and applied class materials lo my professional experience 
Yes, Learned many new skills and techniques. Given much personal attention by Dr. Wish and department professors 
Yes, maslefs degrees are Important to the moUvatecl professional. II ls no longer an option. SHU a good program lo prepare 
"" the '"'""' Yes, I know that much has changed and improved since my time in Iha program (10 years ago) I've been Impressed with the 
eYOlutlon of the program since. 
Yes, convenient, good net"M'.>l'ldng opportunities, good faCUCties 
No, probably not. Al lhe time I completed the program, many of the topics In this survey did not apply· did not help me to 
change careers at all 
Yes, good program 
Yes, Excellent opportunity lo advance one's skHls and knowledge In his/her chosen field, as wen as develop a professional 
netv.ort< of colleagues that lasts a lifetime. 
Table J; Recommendation of Degree - Further Comments 
Yes, It Is wel suited kl provide the education needed in the nonprofit arena 
Yes, valuable and chanenglng learning experience· enjoyed interaction with students from other public service careers olher 
thain healthcare 
Yes, quality of instructors. timely and relevant coorse malerial; abiUty to neMOl'k with other poollc service professionals. 
Yes, quality offaWty I programs, accreditation of program, wide range of concentration areas 
Yes, overall good education and understanding 
Yes, faculty Is great, good location. I believe that public admln is a good career choice. 
Yes, I was able to apply most ofv.hat I learned in the classroom to my profession 
Yes, good faculty, cooperatiw staff, flexlbllily in class offering 
Yes, I gradualed from SHU. Excellent faculty. Very flexible. Challenging and expands your mind and grealy improves written 
sklAs 
Yes, flexible, Interesting program 
Perhaps, depends on person's career goals. Only beneficial ln public sector. 
Yes, program WK'/ geared toward the working professional 
Perhaps, need to diversify the program. Too heavy In the healthcare field 
Yes. program is diverl!le. Faculty VfJllY knoY,tedgeabte 
Yes. seton Y,Of-Jd 'Mlle prepared me for the future 
Yes, greater career opportunities by having skills and 'Mdeniog perspective of Job, organiZation and cornm111ity 
Yes, good program. lnformatiw and useU. Enjoyed interacting with peers and thelr<IVerse backgrounds wllhin healthcare 
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Table Q; furthq Commmts 
1 Graduating- the MPA degree Is not lhal applcable to my curran &ltuetion because I .oi'k for profit companies. 
2 I am a member of the Center For Public SeMCe alumni group. I feel the net.wrklng and support of the members 
and staff has been very helpful for me. 
3 Specifically for the Nonprofit concentration: Joint ventures with co,poratlons or for profit ventures. Also in the M'ICI 
develop. category- Strategic Phllanttn>py and Vent\J'e Phllanttvopy. The abova mentioned stJ,jectsJissues 
represent non tradrtlonal, 1lybfld" approaches that new and fuhn students should become tam Illar with. 
-4 The Interaction with fellow students was vecy helpful. Discussions In class Included real world experiences, not just 
academic lheory. Adjunct staff from organization were -v good for the most part. 
5 My mlnlary e,rperlence was a requirement for my present position. The MPA program gave ma a strong basis for 
understanding the organization and its political realities. I think 1 would be useful for students to hava a stronger 
kllO'MEldge base in the legal realities of public agencies and NP sector organizations 
6 MHA supplemented an existing MBA - MHA onJine was unique In that 1he quality of students allowed growth 
through learn Interacting je., we learned through the e,iperiences of our team. - onnne students sometimes require a 
litue more secondary Instruction In oourses such as statistics. - Great experience, Great people 
7 The emphasis on Mitten communication as wen as presenting ideas In front of large groups was lhe most lmporta 
aspect of the program for me. II helped me become a better communicator and leader within my organization. 
8 I think the core courses are ailk:al In gaining a basic fotJ'ldalion of knowledge Jn organizations and hoW they 
operate. I find that daily I apply lhe analytical skUls gained through research analysis as well as those slcllls 
developed relative to statistical and financial assessments as applied dir11ct!y lo policy making, long term planning 
decision making and reasonable aNocation. As the cout admlnl$tra�a1mlnal jusUce !rack no longer exisls, I am 
unable to respond lo areas for improvement. In general, the full time slaff provided more In terms of direction and 
support then some of the part time staff, Yoho had full time jobs else'fttlere. Two enhancements: more off campus 
courses at community college centers and course access via off site video teleconferencJng 
9 More budgeting and finance skins 
10 The professors In the program are committed to student success. I lhlnk more Interaction between studentsffacolty 
on projects/research is needed More career oounseJin(jguldance Is needed. 
11 I oon, think there was one class or subject matter that slicks out in my mind but the degree program as a �e 
challenged students and professionals to question their current practices and beliefs of the nonprofit world. The 
classwonc. especially the research has helped me succeed in the often cu ttvoat world of fundralslng. It sharpened 
my aitical thinking to remain one step ahead. But, most of ah, I credit my success to Or. Wish. I was fortunate 
enough lo hava her as a mentor and I still model my management style after the respectful and understanding 
environment that she aeated for me dl.l'ing my time at the Center For Public Ser.ice. 
12 My only suggestion v.ould be to consider manging the concentrations. I believe if the focus was on Finance, 
Mal1i.eting, HJR, etc. you would have a focused and more portable skills. These concentrations are similar 
regardless of v.tlere you work. 
13 I found the MPA program lo be extremely relevant to lheWOfk I was doing at lhe time I was enrolled. I would 
literally leave lhe classroom and apply lhose theories and concepts real time (yes, even economics) However, 
having elected to leave full time work in healthcare management less than a year after graduating, I cannot say the 
dEqe8 has bthered my career. The strongest aspects of the program were the healthcare management courses, 
the weakest being computer/info management and org theory. 
14 I honestly believe that most of the information provided In my coursework will assist me In my future pi.nuits. Two 
suggestions I would make include dividing the computers and lnfOrmation course Into two COtKSes. Also, I woukl 
like to see more classroom speakers In all courses from lhe nonprofit, public and government sectors. 
15 Having quality mentors is aiticaJ In making good career and educallOnal decisions. The mentor needs to be 
diverse in their life experiences - education, travel, ethnicity, etc.., I especially appreciated the guidance given lo 
me by Or. Dlsalvlo and Dr. Boutilier. I have, regrettably, not found reason kl retum to the SHU campus since 
graduation. I was not connected to the school body since lived off campus and did not have the time lo participate 
in extra curricutll'l'I activities. I would lova to be able to audit courses free of charge or for a nominal d1arge. 
16 The MPA program assisted me more in my desire to develop an alternate career path- teaching. Current 
adJuncting at two colleges, I look forward to teaching �811y upon retirement. I would stress budgeting and 
b!Jdget malrrtenance program development. Oral skills are essential. Planning is an essential yet often overlooked 
component of policy and programming. l feel the computer applications for me were not good but I am SIJre that 
has been updated since twas an MPA student 
17 At the time I graduated I think the program could have used more financial coursework. As Mh any graduate 
program, vJ�nts from current professionals In the field are a big help. This win giva the students a reality check. 
Some ooursewotk on oral commurkation I publlc speaking would be a big help In preparing the students for the 
real world. Paying alumnJ a small stipend to complete a 26 page survey may Increase responses. I am involved in 
a program at the Stillman School for student assessment and the small$ shows me that they value my time. P.S. 
This includes postage. 
18 Basic Information and the kl"ICMtedge of how to seek I research topics. Analytical thinking also very helpful 
IabJe O: Further Comments 
19 Excellent real world applications, strong leadership training. 
20 Most helpful: coi.ses Involving human resources I persomel management, organizational behavior, laws I policies, 
writlefl communication skills and research skills were sharpened. Perhaps can be strengthened: guidance given 
dlK1ng lhesls process was quite Mmiled- pe,haps due to conflict of schedules between •mentor" and myself. More 
accessibility v.ould be helpful. 
21 I found the program extremely flexible lo the point I received an MPA with 21 a-edit hours in municipal land use 
plannfng. The program accepted 6 credits from Rutgers and 3 from Seton Hall Law. This degree has provided me 
with unique quallftcatlons that I have not encountered In other professional ml.1'11cipal employees. 
22 Suggestions for improvement 1) limit the group "M>l'k for the on Nne program 2) Schedule a preparation I review 
class for the ACHE eJalm immediately folk:r,yjng the MHA course\liOrk. Otherwise, the program was terrific. 
23 By far, for my experience, the management, budgeUng and analytical thinking aspects of the program were of most 
importance. The computer programs were of least importance to me. In the business world there are so many 
different types and manufacturer's of software so the University would never be able to standardize all training. 
However, lhe standard presentation software appears to be Powefpoint and it "M>i.Jd have been nice to be 
Introduced to lhls software. 
24 It 'ROOld be helpful If there "oWre greater opportunities for alumni net"M>rklng and more career assistance. 
25 In my partlrular case the MPA Program helped Chang my thinking mechanism to a more open ended problem 
solving system versus my previous static approach t> situations. Courses that stressed real world problem solving 
were and are the most useful aspects of my experience in lhe program. Thank you for having such a fine problem. 
26 Most helpful were planning and SCAP. Areas that could use strengthening Include statistical economic COIXSeS. 
Perhaps, make statistics a 2 part course. Also, the practicum experience was extremely poor due to lack of 
Unlversily-AQertcy communication and oversight. (It was really exploited). Overall, however, I really eriOfed the 
program and miss my studies and the experience they brought me. 
27 For pre-service students, you need a more structured program to help them identify career opportunities. Maybe 
even a buddy system 'M1efe you match up an lnservicee stucSent with a preser.ice (v.tio aspires to be Wt the 
inservlce student currently Is). I loved the program and a-edit It to much of my success to the people and thing ii 
exposed me to. 
28 I really did IHl;e most of lhe instruction I received. I would really have preferred more emphasis on oral 
communication I public speaking. We are being groomed to be leadeis-we should be well above average in 
speaking publicly. I would welcome the opportunity to become more involved with Seton Hall University and or the 
MPA Program. 
29 Research and analytical skills. Computer application skitis. Pubic relations and networking skills. 
30 The aspects of the MPA program that I fooo::J most helpful were my increased oral communication skiHs, computer 
applications and critical thinking skills. 
31 I believe the MPA program was strong overall, although 1 ll«Md have enjoyed a better selection of electives in 
criminal Justice especially from a management perspective. I have recommended this program to many fellow 
professionals but most are more Inclined to pursue the graduate program In education at SHU because it ls fewer 
a-edits and It Is less expensive. I think that many of them are making an error In judgemenl 
32 I began the program as an MPA student then later switched to MHA. Howwer, after completing my intemshlp I 
decided v.tlat area I wanted to concentrate on. That actually dkl not pan out and I ended up back in nonprofit 'Miich 
"M>l'ks for me very well. I found my MPA classes quite relative to 'Mlal I am currently doing. The budQeting courses 
and the decision making course were beneficial to me as well as the career management coi.ne v.here I learned 
my rote is more of a manager than a leader. This has taken me to greater heights knov.4ng v,,t,ere I can flt in. 
33 1 believe the MPA program was a useful adjunct to my Bachelor of Science degree ln Oocupational Therapy. When 
I initially entered the program I was working In the hospital environment and was interested In pursuing a hospital 
management career. Although I d1ose to remain a hands on clinician and open my own private practice I still feel 
the kOOl.\tadge that I gained ln the MPA program to be extremely valuable. Thank you for sharing your expertise. 
34 The MPA program not only prolllcled me with professional growth and opportunity, but also personal satisfaction. 
This degree wil prove to be very beneflclal to me v.hen I return to the "M>rkforce. II will afford me many more career 
opportunities than if I only had a BA. I view this program to be essenllal for an Individual pursuing a public sector 
Job. The only thing I wish I learned more was the Financial aspects of an org. ie. how to budget. interpret financial 
statements, make projectiOns. 
TablcQ; Further Comments 
35 As my a,rvey Indicates I found lhe program to be excellent for many reasons. First and foremost, is the 
commitment and excellence of the Director and U time faCIJty. They were outstanding. Appropriately demanding 
and examples of professionalism. Please exercise care In choosing adjooct professors. I had one Of' two disasters. 
Secondly. the netw:>rkfng opportunities 'Mth fellow classmates was also excellent. The caHber of students from all 
walks of professional life made for Interesting class <flscusslon and project woni:. Collaboration was emphaslZec:I 
and helped build commardiere. The COlneWOl"k was relevant, thought pr(M)king and chalenging to the point of 
keeping you busy with occasional opportunities for over,,,t,elmed If you dkl not pace yourself accordingly. Whne I 
sensed racial tensions possibly e)dsted on the campus at the undergrad level. I never elq)Elrienced anything In the 
MPA program except for observing disrespectful behavior towards a professo, of lndtan descent from a small 
rMJmber of students. 
36 As always the professor makes the learning e,cperience. In COI..WSeS where profs were able to communicate the 
material and facilitate learning most effectivety proved to be the most beneficial experiences. Unfortooatery, my IT 
skills and financial management skms are not YIM! I woukl like because I found these course inaclequate in 
faciHtating the crassroom learning 
37 Too many questions. Unreasonable to think a person should answer all of these, bot I did. I thought that tlvs was 
"""-' 38 I think you should offer comprehensive tests instead of a thesis or, one or the other 
39 In reality, the degree means nothing in the Archdiocese. I took the program because I enjoy learning. Was a very 
goocl program. I leamecf a lot I dO recommend ii 
40 Graduated In 1994. Now I receive an evaluation? Dr. Disalvio was lhe only excellent professor. 
41 The only complaint that I had was that during one of my dasses a prof8SSOI" made a comment towards me. He 
said that I 'MXAd not receive an "A" in his class because I had no experience and I was too young to be In the 
"'°"'m. 
42 I was very imprassed with the MPA program at Seton Hall especlally the professors and OOOOl8'M:M1(. Most helpful 
was Iha budget, ptannlng. economics and healthcare axnes. Compulel" programming I skills was a litUe weak. 
OveraM very satisfied. 
43 The program was invaluable In creating a knowledge base for me In business and healthcare. I knew litUe of eadl 
'Mlen I came to SHU. I wasn't thrilled with the intemship program (I found my own). I also haven't really gotten 
much out of career services 
44 J especially appreciated having other professfonals In my crass. This enabled me to ream from them as well as the 
professor 
45 In addition to improving my oral, written and computer skills, I also leamecf many techniques of staff management, 
budget preparation and statistical analysis. I learned to budget my time, complete projects successfully and 
netwotk with my colleagues in the nonprofit area. Or. Wish and her department colleagues • faculty and staff allke 
were accesslbte to me at all times and provided excellent coaching and guidance to me. I thank everyone In the 
Center For Public Service for the valuable education I received 'M'llle at SHU 
46 Having fatuity Involved In NJ healthcare and policy was extremely helpful. Netv.orklng opportunities were 
exceptional, pace of program was appropriate for part lime students 
47 My reponses to the technology questions are based on the fact that technology was not that advanced 1993. The 
University did not have many computer labs, nor was It really necessary to use them. My responses to the 
research seminar are based on my e)(l)&flence attempting to complete a thesis. The department has Since 
changed this requirement to the research seminar (2 different� of experience). 
48 There Is no doubt that the skills and education help me on a day to day baSis with fulfilling my tasks and life 
ambition. I dO recommend this program to others. There Is a sincere attempt at Seton Hall to provide a quality 
education. My Instructors all w:>rked hard and did their Vert best to provide us with as much knowledge as we 
could absorb. I am not sorry I completed this degree. I am proud of it 
49 Financial and organizational management were very helpful as well as economics. Human resource management 
was not that helpful. There should be less focus oo job desc:rlptiOnS and evaluations and more on legaVregulatory 
Issues. such as FMtA, EEO. OSHA, Do's and Don'ts of interviewing. More emphasis should be placed on elhics 
courses. I would have found additional elective courses more beneficial than the research project. 
50 Seton Hall's MPA program has lhe best reputallon in NJ. If they offered a PHD program I would go back In a 
heartbeat. Only suggestion is to make sure courses keep up with real w:>rld and progress in public s&MCe 
administration 
51 The Center For Public Sefvice prepared me very well for my career, overall. I would have Mked more focus on NJ 
local GO'./t and Issues of concern to them. The focus was often healthcare related and healthcare Issues. 
52 More on Budgeting and government (State, Local and Federal) 
53 My love for this profession grow.s each day. I had a good exp&fience in the MPA program (with the exception of a 
couple courses that I hated). There were a few exceptional professors v.tltle I was In the program - most were good 
but a few stand out in my mind as having been very knov.iledgeable and personable. I wish more of the public 
policy courses had been available wt,en I was enrolled (some were cancelled due to low enrollment). I am grateful 
for having the opportunity to attend Seton Hall. 
Table O; Furthg Commmts 
54 What l found most helpful was lhe course in financial management. leadership institute and capstone thesis. I thin 
lhe program should have more ftnancial management courses to better prepare students In the future. 
55 As an employee In a nonprofit agency the professlonals teaching the non profit courses were excellent Courses 
such as grant writing, understanding board strategies, voluntaer1sm were excellent SO were classes dealing v.fth 
personnel management and otganlzalional management Buclget strategies and financial management courses 
helped me better plan my budgets and provided necessary information for fund raising and entertaining thought 
about developing a capital campaign. 
56 Financial auses in SHU could be longer, too much material to absorb. Writing assignments were very useful. 
Faculty· Excellent 
57 capstone project ooncernlng team building. Organization theory. MIS needs more practical experience. Personnel 
management employee evaluations 
58 The computer skins for older students • these are critical that these students need to learn 
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